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Owner Comments: 
 
Our experience with HW2, PanelWorks Plus and Extreme Panel has been remarkable.  
They define what a professional is. 
 
Curt, from Panelworks Plus, stayed engaged with the design team and us from a 
concept discussion two years before we built until the blower door test was completed.  
He also found us the best SIP’s erector, Panel Setters.  Rick Becker and his team at 
Panel Setters deserve the credit for our blower door test of 0.35!  An order of magnitude 
better than Minnesota code requires.  They did not miss a detail. 
 
Extreme Panel was prompt with their shop drawings and response to red lines from the 
architects.  The panels were delivered on time to meet the construction schedule during 
the pandemic.  Quality was first class.  Not a single error on a very complex wall and 
roof structure.  The hardware, lumber and sealant package was complete and accurate 
as well. 
 
HW2 Design was wonderful at listening to the voice of the customer.  Satisfying a 
couple with a critical eye for contemporary design and structural integrity was not an 
easy task.  Nothing was overlooked.  No question during construction was bothersome.  
When a supplier fell down and didn’t deliver, they stepped in and got them back on their 
feet and kept the project on track.  One thinks of architects as being the concept folks.  
Not HW2, they are not afraid of rolling up their sleeves and working side by side with the 
contractor and subs to make sure it is done right.  This team stayed engaged until the 
front door bell was installed.  They even designed the logo to be cast into the doorbell!  
Project was completed on time, under budget and it works.  Good architecture doesn’t 
cost…it pays! 
 


